
Instagram
Ad Metrics

Scenario-based



Questions
Click each scenarios to see the answers

Which Instagram
metrics should I

prioritize in the report,
considering brand

awareness and
follower growth?

When presenting the
report, which

Instagram metrics
should I highlight to

demonstrate website
traffic and course
sign-up success?

While presenting the
report for Explore Ads

campaign, which
metrics are most

important to
showcase new free

trial user acquisition?

When presenting the
report for Carousel Ad

campaign, which
metrics should I

prioritize to showcase
the creative

effectiveness?

Which Instagram
metrics should I focus

on, considering the
campaign's focus on

in-store visits and
weekend sales?

When presenting the
report for Stories Ad

campaign, which
Instagram metrics

should I highlight to
demonstrate brand
awareness and app

install success?

While presenting the
report for Explore Ads

campaign, which
metrics are most

important to
showcase qualified

lead generation

Which Instagram
metrics should I

prioritize in the report
for the fitness

influencer, considering
their new workout

program promotion?

How Do I Determine the
Right Instagram
Metrics to Track?



Focus Metrics:

Reach: Total number of unique users who saw the ad,
showcasing brand exposure.

Engagement Rate: (Likes, Comments, Shares) /
Reach, indicating audience interest in the content.

Follower Growth: Increase in followers potentially
driven by the Reels ad campaign.

Impressions: Total number of times the ad was
displayed, providing context for reach.

Video Views: Number of times users watched the
Reels ad, gauging content engagement.
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I'm running an Instagram Reels Ad
campaign for a travel agency, focusing
on brand awareness and attracting
new followers.

How should I tailor the report for the
marketing director?
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I'm managing an Instagram Feed Ad
campaign for an educational course
platform. The main goal is to generate
website traffic and course sign-ups.

How should I structure the report for
the client, and what metrics are most
relevant?

Focus Metrics:

Link Clicks: Number of times users clicked on the ad's
link, indicating website traffic generation.

Click-Through Rate (CTR): Link Clicks / Impressions,
showing the effectiveness of the ad in driving clicks.

Cost per Click (CPC): Average cost for each click on
the ad link.

Website Conversions (Course Sign-Ups): Number of
users who signed up for a course after clicking the ad.

Cost per Acquisition (CPA): Total campaign cost /
Website Conversions, reflecting the efficiency of
acquiring new course sign-ups.
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Focus Metrics:

Lead Form Submissions: Number of users who
submitted their information through the ad's lead form
to initiate a free trial.

Cost per Lead (CPL): Average cost for acquiring each
lead through the ad form.

Link Clicks: Number of times users clicked on the ad,
providing context for lead generation.

Reach: Total number of unique users who saw the
Explore Ad, indicating brand exposure.

I'm overseeing an Instagram Explore
Ads campaign for a music streaming
service, aiming to attract new free trial
users.

How should I prioritize the metrics
when reporting to the product team?



Focus Metrics:

Average Engagement Rate: (Likes, Comments,
Saves) / Reach, indicating overall user interaction
with the carousel ad.

Impressions: Total number of times the ad was
displayed, providing context for engagement.

Saves: Number of times users saved the ad post,
suggesting potential purchase interest.

Click-Through Rate (CTR): Link Clicks / Impressions,
indicating viewer interest in learning more about the
clothing items.

Website Clicks: Number of times users clicked
through the ad to visit the clothing brand's website.
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I'm managing an Instagram Carousel
Ad campaign for a clothing brand. The
primary objective is to boost brand
engagement and product awareness. 

How should I structure the report for
the design team, focusing on the ad's
creative impact?
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I'm running an Instagram Feed Ad campaign
(video format) for a local restaurant
promoting their new brunch menu. The goal is
to drive in-store visits and increase weekend
sales.

How should I tailor the report for the
restaurant owner?

Focus Metrics:

Website Clicks: Number of times users clicked on the
ad's link, potentially leading to online reservation
attempts.

Store Visits (if trackable): Number of users who visited
the restaurant after seeing the ad (requires additional
tracking tools).

Video Views: Number of times users watched the video
ad, showcasing engagement with the brunch menu
presentation.

Click-Through Rate (CTR): Link Clicks / Impressions,
indicating the effectiveness of the ad in driving clicks
relevant to in-store visits or online reservations.

Cost per Click (CPC): Average cost for each click on
the ad link.
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Focus Metrics:

Reach: Total number of unique young adults who saw
the ad, showcasing brand exposure to the target
audience.

Impressions: Total number of times the ad was
displayed, providing context for brand awareness.

App Installs: Number of users who downloaded the
app after interacting with the Stories Ad.

Cost per App Install (CPAI): Average cost for acquiring
each app download through the ad campaign.

Swipe Up/Forward Rate: Reflects user engagement
with the ad's call to action (downloading the app).

I'm managing an Instagram Stories Ad
campaign for a language learning app.
The main objective is to generate brand
awareness and app installs among young
adults.

How should I structure the report for the
CEO, and what metrics are most relevant?



Focus Metrics:

Link Clicks: Number of times users clicked on the ad,
potentially leading to a landing page for the free trial
signup.

Website Clicks: Number of times users clicked
through the ad to visit the software company's
website, indicating initial product interest.

Lead Form Submissions (if applicable): Number of
users who submitted information through the ad for a
free trial.

Cost per Lead (CPL): Average cost for acquiring each
lead through the ad, considering potential sales value
for the sales team.
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I'm overseeing an Instagram Explore
Ads campaign for a productivity
software company. The main goal is to
generate qualified leads who express
interest in a free trial.

How should I prioritize the metrics
when reporting to the sales team?
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I'm overseeing an Instagram Reels Ad
campaign for a fitness influencer promoting
their new workout program.

How should I tailor the report for the
influencer, focusing on audience engagement
and program awareness?

Focus Metrics:

Reach: Total number of unique users who saw the Reels
ad, showcasing program exposure.

Engagement Rate: (Likes, Comments, Shares) / Reach,
indicating audience interest in the workout program
content.

Video Views: Number of times users watched the Reels
ad, reflecting engagement with the program
demonstration.

Website Clicks: Number of times users clicked through
the ad to visit the program's signup page, indicating
potential program sign-ups.

Swipe Up/Forward Rate: Reflects user engagement
with the ad's call to action (learning more about the
program).
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Visit our
blogs 
to learn more about Instagram
platform

https://strikesocial.com/blog/instagram-ads-costs/
https://strikesocial.com/blog/social-media-ad-specifications-best-practices-tips-and-strategies/

